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Along with the progressive reform and improvement in Chinese tax system, 
China has built up a turnover tax and income tax based tax system.  Under this tax 
structure, the role of the Enterprise Income Tax (“EIT”) is becoming more and more 
important.  Now, China is carrying forward its various reforms, the national 
economic growth shows rapid increase and process of the world economy 
globalization speeds up.  Under this circumstance, the enterprise income tax 
sources are expending fast, which brings in new challenge and opportunity to the 
EIT administration and collection.  
The tax authorities have paid great attention to EIT administration and 
collection.  How strengthening EIT administration and collection and effectively 
raising the level of EIT administration in line with scientific and advanced standards 
are the important topics and tasks faced by the tax authorities.  Some foreign 
countries, such as the United States and Singapore, have set up thorough, highly 
effective and high-quality service oriented tax administration and collection systems 
upon making constant effort in reform and change of their tax administrations and 
collections pursuant to business management theories and methodologies.  
There is a great gap between China’s EIT administration and collection and 
overseas’.  We need to create new models of EIT administration and collection and 
to improve Chinese tax administration and collection system pursuant to modern 
business management opinions and ideas.   
The author in this paper, first, systematically analyses the environment relating 
to the EIT administration and collection, the change of such an environment and the 
impact of the major factors fostering the environment on the EIT administration in 
accordance with to Professor Weng Jun Yi’s theory of “Meso-scopic Approach to 
Business Models.”  The author then researches key points of the innovational 














based on the special feature and overall objectives of China’s tax administration and 
collection.  The author proposes an innovational administration and collection 
structure model.  That is the EIT administration and collection should be “based on 
self-filing and high-quality tax service, supported by computerization and 
internetization, focusing strengthening the tax controlling on tax resources, by means 
of collecting tax based on types of resources and administering tax based on tax 
assessment.”  With which, the tax administration and collection shall realize 
specialized and specified taxation management and raise overall quality and 
efficiency of tax administration and collection.  
Standing on the above ground, the author gives overall examination on plans 
and measures of implementing the new model of EIT administration and collection.  
The author brings out the detailed proposals and suggestion in this regard for the 
purpose to raise quality of entire EIT administration and collection.  These 
suggestions are improvement of tax legislation system, implementation of different 
tax management to different types of taxpayers, establishment of a system of 
cooperatively performing and securing tax administration and collection, 
optimization of workflow, reasonable arrangement of tax  administration and 
collection departments, and speeding up the informationization construction.    
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第二节  商务模式创新理论综述 
一、商务模式的定义 
商务模式（Business Models），也称商业模式、经营模式或业务模式,是
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